LOSES TO HARVARD

Tennis Team Defeated 4-2—Curver Beats Fenno

Harvard's tennis team showed the Techboys' man (no. 2) and of the Tech boys' squad was an upset, as 1-3 was the score of the six matches. The playing was fairly even in some of the last matches, however, especially in the first match, in which Brown and Curver lost a third set to Fenno and de Thiermont. In the singles Brown won from Fenno after some terrific play, while Curver took his match from de Tarborn with difficulty, each being fought out by the men as though the match depended on it.

The standing of the players in the nose for the third point cup, is as follows: Anderson, 85; Williams, 82; Techbolph, 77; Harvard, 76; Techmen, 75; Trinity, 74; Jewish, 73; and Brown, 71.

N. E. INTERCOLLEGIATES WILL OPEN HERE TODAY

(Continued from page 1)

The winner of last year's meet are still at the institute. Ted Koblin holds the title for the $100 yard dash, while Johnny Faioli was winner of the 7th. Both these men are entered again this year.

Rod Hills who won both the drakes in the Dartmouth meet will win the Curtis and Gray in both these events. Jim Bowyer took second in the 120 last year and will run again this year. With these men all running this year, Coach Knaby looks for several points here.

Amhurst will enter Clark in the 110. He is expected to have done some wonderful traveling this year and make a good showing. Bow y will run for Brown, while Keven will send Williams and Gater. MacWhorter of Williams has done the distance in 10 seconds. Probably the same men are entered as here last year.

Dandrow Is After the Hammer

George Dandrow, Techbolph's Olympic star, is the most probable winner of the hammer throw. His last year was an extraordinary one and he has no particularly strong men among him and the men will have little trouble in collecting a first.

According to all the dope, the firsts will be pretty well scattered among a number of colleges and it will be the seconds, thirds, and fourths that will win the meet. Dart College has fair high for four or five firsts but outside of this, things are well scattered. Coach Frank Kanaly has his hopes on a victory on this event and he has brought Donwell to the winner's of last year's meet are still at the institute. Ted Koblin holds the title for the $100 yard dash, while Johnny Faioli was winner of the 7th. Both these men are entered again this year.
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